
Walkthrough

By Alpine Eagle

- Soul Crystal Hints
Walkthrough 

Locations 
Recommendation
Inventory items

Locations:
Library                 (Diana)
Janet's Home      (Janet, Kaley)
Home               
Estero Park 
Estero Key           (Alia, Naomi)
Cemetery 
Doctor's Office     (Jessica) 
Full Mast Bar       (Tasha)
Beach                  (Valerie)
Church                 (Madalyn)
Mansion               (Sofia)
Parlor                   (Pricia)
Squallmart           (Emily)
Lighthouse
Cave                    (Clare)
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Navigation through the game:
Left mouse button   - Action/Movement
Right mouse button - Open inventory 
F2 - Show FPS/MS
F3 - Zoom In/Out
F4 - Full screen/Windowed mode
F5 - Exit to title screen (Without saving)
Z   - Action
X   - Open inventory
Arrows, NumPad - Movement

By holding down the left mouse button 
you can quickly skip dialogs.
If you want to skip the entire dialogue, 
press Skip on the screen during the 
dialogue.
Also the Hide button on the screen 
hides the dialog.

Treasure of Nadia

Part 1

Content:
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v11122   15 Page       v23031   32 Page       v34052   47 Page       v44081   58 Page
v14011   19 Page       v25032   35 Page       v36061   49 Page       v46082   62 Page

To go back to the title page, tap the title or number of any page.
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v03111

Beginning of game. After joining, Follow the prompts.

(You need to go to the Library and meet Diana. Then to Estero Key.)

Once you are at Home, go to Estero Park. Pick up the Stone Talisman, go to the Library,
and give it to Diana.

For talisman you will give money. For Stone Talisman you will be given $10, for Jade
Talisman $140. The game has a store, and the prices are not small. So do not hesitate to
go to the park between events to collect talismans.

- Your friend Albert could use some help. Go find him at the lighthouse.

Go to the Lighthouse, and talk to albert. He needs liquor. Go to Full Mast Bar.

When you exit the lighthouse, the talisman will appear on the left. (If not, try again to go into
the lighthouse, then exit.)
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After the scene in the bar, pick up the key to the room on the left.

Tasha doesn't sell drink without an ID. It's in the room, in Janet's Home.

It's locked, but we already have the key. Use the key on the door on the second floor.

Pick up the ID in the center of the room, and return to the bar to Tasha.
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Go back to Albert and give it to Dark Rum. He'll give you the binoculars.

Go to the Beach and use binoculars. Watch the sex scene.

Then go to Estero Key, and apply binoculars. Naomi +1

- Take some time to meet the girls of Cape Vedra. Have you gone to the doctor’s office?

You can explore all the locations at once and discover all the girls in the menu. 
But you can do it gradually.

Go to the Doctor's Office, and talk to the administration at the reception.

Go to the Church.

Go to the Squallmart.

- Don’t forget to sell your talismans to Diana at the Library.

You need to earn $30 for a massage.

Sell the talismans to Diana, and go to the Parlor.

After the massage, go to the Estero Park. Don't forget the talismans.

- It looks like Sofia has shown up to her new mansion.

Go to the Mansion. Talk to Sophia.

Now you need to ask Janet about Sophia. Go to the Janet's Home, talk to her.

Kaley went to the pool. Go to her room and click on the window. Use binoculars.

Take the empty bottle.
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To open this chest, go to the Estero Park and turn left. Take the Chest key. 
(If you haven't taken it before.) + 1 Kamasutra Page

- There’s something happening over on Estero Key.

Go to Estero Key, after talking to Alia, go after Her, talk to her again.

She will give you an Unknown Treasure. Go to the Library, show the talisman to Diana.

Return to Alia. Alia +1

Here also will to emerge talisman.
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Go to the Squallmart and talk to Ash. +1 Photo

- Call up Alia using your phone’s "Booty Call" menu. Don’t forget to make your
house look presentable for her.

If you have $60, go to the store and buy Basic Walkway ($10), Basic Fence ($30) 
and Garden Flowers ($20). If not, go to the Estero Park and look for the talismans.

Then call Alia, and watch the scene. You don't have to call the girls from home to invite them
to your house. You can call them from anywhere.

- You’ll never find any truly impressive treasures unless you study. Go buy some
reading materials at Squallmart.

You need to go to SquallMart and buy a book for $60.

Now you have a chance to find Jade Talisman. Go to the Estero Park and find Jade 
Talisman.

Then you need to give this talisman to Pricia. Go to the Parlor. Pricia +1

To complete the 3% update, you need to buy an outfit for Alia in the store.
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v06112

- How deep in the park can you get? I sense some danger.

Go to the Estero Park. There you will see two guys. (If you haven't played v03 before, but
started v06 right away, then you might have seen them before.)

Follow them. (Go to the left.)

When they're gone, go upstairs. Take the Chest key.
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Then go to the Eastern part of the Park, and go into the cave. Take a Small Screwdriver.

- If you’re going to run around getting stung by animals you should probably have health
insurance. Go to Squallmart.

You need to buy an Insurance Card ($60). When you buy it, go to the Doctor's Office.Talk 
to the administrator, and give it to her.

When you get out, talk to Ash.
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Go to Janet's home. When Janet leaves, go into the house and climb the stairs.

- Janet is about to go run some errands. If you go to her house now you’ll just catch her.

Go to the bathroom. Watch the scene. Kaley +1

- Janet’s bedroom door is locked. but I bet you can find a way to pick the lock.

(You already have a screwdriver.) Go into the room, and get an Erotic book.

You need to ask Diana about this book. Go to the Library.

After talking to Diana, take the book A Sinful Affair. Then talk to Naomi, she's outside.

Give her the book.

Then go to Full Mast Bar, and buy her Sex on the Beach. ($50)

Go back to Naomi. Give her the drink. Naomi +1
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- Ash went to the church. Go help him out.

Go to the Church and go inside. Take the Church key and open the chest. +1 Kamasutra Page

At the exit, Ash will take the key and give the photo. +1 Photo

To complete the 6% update, you need to buy an outfit for Naomi in the store. ($400)

You need her to give you a Blowjob. Call Naomi. Before that, you need to buy
Garden Plants. ($200)

If you also have 5%, call Alia.

Save.
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v09121

- Alia is either at her home or in the park. Go find her.

Go to the Estero Park.

After the dialogue with Alia go to the location on the left, and take a Shovel Shaft.

Then go to the Cave where you last saw Clare.

Follow Clare further into the cave, watch the sex scene.

- You’ve activated the Native Shrine. With the shrine you can offer up items to the gods
in exchange for more useful items. Not everything will result in a success though. If
you fail, you’ll get your items back. Click on the shrine to begin.

Pick up the Silver Talisman at the bottom of the screen.

Get out of the Park. Don't forget to collect talismans along the way.

- I wonder how Emily is doing over at Squallmart.

Go to Squallmart and talk to Emily.

Then buy ShovelHead ($80).

Go to the Parlor. Go to the backyard.
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Take the money from the guy and pick up the Shovel Handle

Go back to Emily and give the money. Emily +1

Go to the Library and talk to Diana. If you have $250, talk to Ash. +1 Photo
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(On the Beach, there's a girl you can sell her a Stone Talisman for $500.
And $900 if you reject the offer.)
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Diana needs a High Powered Magnet, it's in the Doctor's Office.

- You need to get the receptionist to leave the doctor’s office. There’s a bird in the parking
lot that could cause a distraction.

Click on this bird.

Then go inside and take the MRI Room Key. And go to the room on the left.

Take the Chest Key and High Powered Magnet.
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Go back to Diana and give her the High Powered Magnet. Diana +1

Go into the Cave and open this chest. +1 Kamasutra Page

Use Native Shrine, and put there Jade Talisman, Shovel Shaft, Shovel Head
and Shovel Handle. If you do not have Jade Talisman look for it in Estero Park.

- You did it! A new Jade Shovel has been added to your inventory!
This new shovel makes digging faster.

- Show Pricia a Silver Talisman. If you need another one. check out the crafting
page behind the parlor.

If you have already sold the Silver Talisman go to Squallmart and buy Silver Ore. ($1000)
Then find three Stone Talisman and use Native Shrine in the Cave.

Go to Parlor and give Pricia the Silver Talisman. Watch the sex scene. Pricia +1

To complete the 9% update you need to buy an outfit for Emily ($400).
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v11122

Go to Estero Key.

Follow Alia into the depths of the location. Talk to her.

- You should really buy a lighter. It could come in handy.

Go to Squallmart, buy a Lighter ($40) and a Pipe Wrench ($40).

Also, if you have $50, you can change the name.

Return to Alia, and light a candle. In the inventory, select Lighter.

Watch the sex scene, Alia +1
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Don't forget to take three Talismans. (There may be two. If you exit and enter the location
several times, they will appear again.)

- Go to the bar. That’s where Naomi is.

First  go to the Library, and break this vase with the Pipe Wrench you bought
and take the Chest Key.

Go to Full Mast Bar, and smash this vase. Take the Silver Ore. (You can craft
a Silver Talisman in the cave, for this you need to put three Stone Talismans 
and Silver Ore in the Native Shrine.)
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- Use your pipe wrench to fix the plumbing over at the bar.

Go to the Full Mast Bar.

Go up the stairs, fix this pipe, and open the chest. +1 Kamasutra Page

Go back downstairs. Watch the sex scene. Tasha +1

- Someone is at the library. Go talk to Diana.

Go to the Library and talk to the man on the porch.

Go to Squallmart and talk to Ash.
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Return to the Library.

Then go back to Squallmart. If you have $100, talk to Ash. +1 Photo

- I wonder if Janet is home yet.

Go to Janet's Home.

Follow Kaley up the stairs. Watch the scene.

If you have 10%, then you need to invite Emily Home. For she to come, you need 
to buy a Discount Sofa ($1000). (It's also possible that you haven't called other 
girls in previous updates.)
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v14011

- Ash went into the jungle. I wonder where he might emerge from?

Go to the Library. Watch the scene, then pick up Broken Camera Silver Talisman
and Church Key

Then go to the Church, and go through that door

Use the Church Key on the door.

Look at the scene, take the map and go to the other room.

Then go to Estero Park. Madalyn +1
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- Since the park ranger is at the library. maybe you can sneak around the park
more without getting caught.

Go deep into Estero Park, where Ranger kicked you out before.
There you will find a Ginseng plant and page for crafting.

This number means that you must light 4 fires in the bowls. Two of them are in the Church,
in the Madalyne's room. Where you were just now. One in the Cave, the other in Estero Park.

Light all four and a page will appear in place of the number (use a Lighter). +1 Kamasutra page.

- If you eat that ginseng plant your blood pressure will go up. I wonder if Jessica has
a treatment for that.

Eat the plant you picked up. Go to the Doctor's Office, and pay $140 for a doctor's appointment.

Watch the sex scene, then tap the closet at the bottom of the screen.

Then go to the room on the left (where the tomograph is), take the Camera Base
and Loose Screws

Get out of the building, Jessica +1

Now you need to play a mini game with Tasha. Drink a drink when she looks at you,
and don't drink when she looks away.
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- The security system in the doctor’s office is broken. Also there’s a camera repair manual
in the park you should read.

Go to the Cave, and use the Native Shrine. You should already have all the necessary items.
+1 Photo

Go to Squallmart and return the camera to Ash.

Then talk to Ash at the Church. Ash +1 O_0

To complete the game at 14%, you need to buy an outfit for Tasha ($400). And call her.
In order for she to come, I bought Living Room Rug ($1200), Houseplant ($400)
and Basic TV ($1500).

You can also buy a Metal detector ($70), with its help you can find $5 at locations. 
This is random. But on the Beach you can find $100. (Perhaps you will have them 
appear in another place.)

This is the end of the update.
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v16012

- Go talk to Ash over by the church.

Go to the Church, talk to Ash on the porch.

After the scene, go to Squallmart.

- Go into the jungle and collect Philweed and Ginseng for Emily.
Philweed can be hard to find.

Go to Estero Park, in the far left part.

After dialogue with Clare, follow her.

Now you need to take Philweed, and move this slab. Then catch cockroaches, you will 
need them later.

Go to Emily and give her Philweed and Ginseng. Emily +1

Now look for the Ginseng plant in the Park. You already collected it in the last update.

Go to the Library and talk to Diana.

Then go to the Lighthouse.

After a dialogue with albert, you can view the Lighthouse. Break the vase on the left,
there is a talisman. In the basement is a chest and a hint where to find the key to it.
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Go to the Beach and get the key.

Go back to the Lighthouse and open the chest. +1 Kamasutra Page

Go to Squallmart and talk to Ash.

Go to the Library, after the dialogues, put the roaches in a box.

Go to Squallmart and buy suncream ($30). Then go to the Beach and talk to Diana.

Go back to the Library. Diana +1

Go to the Lighthouse, and climb the stairs, buy a photo from Ash ($200). +1 Photo

Go to Estero Key, watch the scene.

This is the end of the update.
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v19021

- Is Pricia at the parlor? If not. where did she go? Maybe shopping?

Go to Squallmart.

After conversations with Pricia and Emily go to the Parlor, in the back yard.

Plant a ginseng plant in Pricia’s garden. If you don't have one, find it in Estero Park.

Now go to the Parlor and talk to Pricia. Pricia +1

- Janet is talking with Albert over log the library. Go see what they are talking about.

Go to the Library, on the left you will see a ginseng plant. It can be sold to Pricia for $250.

Go to Janet's Home, to the back yard, then back to the living room.

Talk to Janet and Naomi.

Go back to the kitchen and get some iced tea from the refrigerator.
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Then go upstairs to Janet's room, take alcohol from the nightstand and shoelaces
from the bathroom.

Give Naomi and Janet the drinks.

Watch the sex scene, then go to Kaley's room. Kaley +1

- Albert is back at the lighthouse. I think he has something for you.

Go to the Lighthouse. But first go to Squallmart. +1 Photo

Go to the basement of the lighthouse and talk to albert twice. Here you will see
damaged boots, a crafting page, and a chest.

Albert will give you a hint to the password from the chest. Following it, you will come to
the Church and see 6 candelabras, 8 columns in the Library and 4 crosses in the
Cemetery. Password from the chest 684.

Go to Squallmart and buy Shoe glue.

Go to the Full Mast Bar, go to the men's room. There you will find the crafting page.

Go to the Cave and craft Stompin Boots. Now you can pass by poisonous insects.
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Go to the attic at Full Mast Bar, take the Carbon Shovel Shaft and Chest Key.

Go to Estero Park, where before you were not allowed scorpions, take Ultra Shovel Handle.
Here you will see Clare.
In another location, you will see a chest, a Golden talisman, and a page for crafting it.
But the goose won't let you open the chest.

Go to Squallmart, buy an Antacid Tablet ($30), and give it to a goose. +1 Kamasutra Page

Go to the Library and talk to Diana.

To pass the game by 19%, you need to buy an outfit for Pricia ($400).
And call and invite her home.

In order for she to come, I bought Curtains ($2500), and Yard Trees ($4000).
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v21022

- Emily is going to close the store soon. She plans to visit the library.

Go to the Library and talk to Emily.

Help Emily find the book. Take all the books that are here

Give Emily this book

- Go to the jungle and help Emily find red ginseng.

Go to Estero Park. After the scene, you will be taken to the Doctor's Office.
Pick up a Heavy Cord near you.

You still need to get that Red Ginseng. Go to Squallmart and buy a Metal Hook ($90).

Now you need to combine the two items, select Then

Now you have a Grappling Hook. Use it to get Red Ginseng.

Red Ginseng is more rare than Green Ginseng. If you need more. search the jungle.
But prepare to do a lot of searching. You can sell Red Ginseng Pricia for $600.

Go to Squallmart and give Emily Red Ginseng. Watch the sex scene.
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Go to Estero Park, turn left and take the Gaffer Tape. You may have already seen it
when you went for the plant. Use the Grappling Hook to take it.

Go to the Cave, and take the Wrench Grip.
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Now you need to craft a Pickaxe, the crafting page is located on the left side of the Park,
by the river, under the trees. You need to use these items in Native Shrine

- Kaley and Janet aren’t home. Who are they visiting?

Go to Estero Key. Kaley +1

Go deep into Estero Key and use the Pickaxe on the rock. Enter the cave.

- There is a torch in the cave under Estero Key. Find your way to the torch and light it.

The torch is in the upper right corner. But first you need to go to the left side
and light the bowl. Use a Lighter.
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Now take the torch. Clare +1

In the dialog with Clare, you will have two options: if you agree, you will get $5000.
If you reject the offer, you will get $10,000. But in any case, she will get the heart.

- Madalyn will be interested to hear you found a cave entrance under Estero Key.

Go to the Church, take the Chest Key, and visit Madalyn.
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Break this column with a Pickaxe, go there, open the chest and break the vase.
+1 Kamasutra Page Also on the table you can take $950.

Go to Parlor. There you will meet Ash. +1 Photo

- Don’t eat the red ginseng. Jessica specifically told you not to do it.
Would hate to need a new type of treatment.

Eat Red Ginseng and go to the Doctor's Office and pay $140 for an appointment.
If you don't have this plant, go to Estero Park and look for it.

This is the end of the update , but to pass the game by 21%,
you need to view the new page of the Kamasutra with Emily.
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v23031

- Follow Clare into the cave in the park.

Go to the Cave and follow Clare.

Now you need to solve the puzzle, you need to move this stone, here

In the center of the cave will appear a chest, opening it you will get an Unknown Treasure.
Go to the Library and show it to Diana.

Go to Estero Park and talk to Tasha. Tasha +1

- Naomi said that Janet was suspicious. Maybe you should investigate.

Go to Janet's Home and go up to her bedroom. Janet +1

Go to the Full Mast Bar, where you will meet Ash. +1 Photo

Talk to Tasha at the bar.

Go to the Library and talk to Diana. Take the note from her desk.

You need to light the light bulb on the right and leave it turned off on the left.
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Then go outside and drag this box. Use the Secret Key.

- It’s been too long. Go to your house and see what Diana is doing.

Go to your Home and go up to your bedroom. (Not at Janet's Home.)

Go to the Church, to Madalyn's room, and talk to her.

- You’ve opened up a new cave area. Madalyn would want to hear about that.

Break the column with a Pickaxe, and drag the stone here. Take the Chest Key.
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Go to Estero Park, turn left, go up, turn right, go right again. Open this chest.
+1 Kamasutra Page

This is the end of the update. If you don't have 23%, use the found Kamasutra with Tasha,
via the Booty Call option in phone.
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v25032

- A shipment is on its way to Doctor Amor’s office. I wonder when it will arrive.

Go to the Doctor's Office.

Then go to the tomography room and take the Basic Container and Nitroglycerin.

Now you need to craft a Rock Bomb, for this you need the following items
Two items you have already found, talismans can be found in the Park.
You can craft items in the Cave.

Go to the Western part of the Cave, the top will be a stone closing the passage,
blow it up with a Rock Bomb.

Go into this passage, now you need to light the bowl on the left with a Lighter
to light up the cave. Collect coins. There is a chest on top, but we don't have
the key yet, just remember where it is.

Go to the exit of the Cave, you will see a vase on top, break it with a Pickaxe,
and you will get another Basic Container.
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Craft another bomb, and use it in front of the already exploded stone, below,
in the southern part.

Here you will find a puzzle, you need to move the stones to drive the snake into the barrel.
You need to remove the stone from the passage in the maze, and close the exit from it
with another stone.

When you drive the snake into the barrel, take the barrel and move this stone to this place.
Take the Chest Key. Open the chest in the Northern part of the cave. Kamasutra Page +1

Go to the Doctor's Office and give the snake to Jessica.

- Bring the snake in a barrel to Jessica so she can save Michael.
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Go to Janet's Home and talk to Janet. +1 Photo
To the left of the garage is a vase with an Basic Container in it.

Go to Estero Key and talk to the girls. Naomi +1

Go deep into Estero Key, talk to the girls. Now you need to blow up a rock in this cave.
Go to the Cave in Estero Park and craft a Rock Bomb. Go back to the girls and blow up the rock.

- Kaley is waiting for you outside the doctor’s office.

Go to the Doctor's Office and talk to Kaley. Jessica +1

Go to the Cave in Estero Park, talk to Kaley.

Go to the Northern part of the cave where you collected coins. Pick up the diary

Go to the Library and show Diana the locket

Go to Madalyn's Church and show her the Pirate Diary.

This is the end of the update. To pass the game by 25% you need to buy an outfit
for Kaley ($400). And view the Kamasutra page with Kaley.
In order for her to come home, I bought a Roofing Job ($15,000), Recliner ($9,500)
and End Table ($4,000).
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v27041

Go to the Library and talk to Pricia.

Go to Estero Key.

Go to the Squallmart and buy a Kayak License Exam ($250).

Now you need to pass the exam, select the Kayak License Exam in the inventory.

Here are the correct answers:

1. Sunscreen.

2. West at 15+ knots.

3. Beer.

4. South.

Give the ranger the completed exam.

Go to Estero Park, follow the Ranger. Talk to him, now you need to pass a mini-game.

Go West, then go up to the river, talk to Diana.

Now you need to place the stone on the plate to open the passage.
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Go to the location that opens and do the following

Pick up items in this location, then return to Diana. (In the location where Diana is, there is 
a crafting page and a chest, but there is no key yet, just remember this place.)

When you return to the island, you will see this rock, break it with a Pickaxe. +Quartz
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Go to Squallmart and talk to Emily.

Go to the northwestern part of the Park, and break this rock. +Fossilized

Go out to the Parking lot and talk to Ash. +1 Photo

Buy Alumina ($1000).

Go to the Cave and craft Ant Killer.

Open the Old Map in the inventory, and find the place under the tree, take the Chest Key.

Go back to that island, take Maca Plant (Use Ant Killer to kill bugs). Open the chest on the
East side of the island. +1 Kamasutra Page
Go to Parlor and give this plant to Pricia. Pricia +1

Go to Sofia's Mansion.

Go to the Library and talk to Diana about Sofia.

This is the end of the update.
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v30042

Go to the Full Mast Bar.

Now you need to serve the bar's customers. Go to the backyard of the bar and talk to Albert.
Go back to the bar and get the drinks next to Tasha, go back and give albert the Rum,
the guy on the left the Whiskey, the guy on the right the Beer, the dude in the center the
Margarita, and the dude in the upper-left corner of the Mojito.

Go to Squallmart and buy Peanuts ($50). Go back to the bar. Tasha +1

In the parking lot at the bar, talk to Albert and Ash. +1 Photo

Go to the Cave and talk to Diana.

Go to Janet's Home.

Now you need to make a rat trap, go to Squallmart and buy Plastic Wrap ($100).

Go to the Full Mast Bar, and catch a Cockroach in the toilet.

Go to the backyard and break the vase, bottom left. +Basic Container

Now you need to craft a rat trap.

Go back to Janet and talk to her. Then enter the house and talk to her again.

Now go check the rat trap. Jessica +1

Now you need to blow up the wall in the Lighthouse. Go to the Lighthouse, where
Basic Container will appear. Now go and craft a Rock Bomb.

Go to the basement of the Lighthouse and blow up the wall.
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Next to you there is a place where you can break the floor, there is a Chest Key.

Go to the backyard of the Full Mast Bar, and open the chest in the upper-left corner.
+1 Kamasutra Page

To pass the game 30%, buy an outfit for Jessica ($400).

And look at the Kamasutra page you found. (Invite Jessica to your home via
the Booty Call menu in phone.
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v32051

- Do you need to buy anything from the store?

Go to Squallmart
You need to talk to Emily, but if you were saved in Squallmart in the previous version,
there will be no dialogue with Emily. Go from the location to the map, then go to the store again.

Go to the Library and talk to Diana.

Now you need to follow Clare, go to the Cave.

Now you need to solve the puzzle, in the previous cave there is a solution.
Also take the Dolomite, use a Pickaxe.

Click on these blocks and insert Tikpak Artifact into the glowing shape. Clare +1
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In this place is hidden the key to the chest with Kamasutra, but to get to the chest, you need
to clear the stones at the stairs.

After you have dealt with the stones, take the Pirate Diary from the stairs.

Then go upstairs. In this location, the chest is hidden under a tree, next to the crafting page,
there is also White Sand and bait. There is also a bowl at the top, light it with a Lighter.

- To make concrete you’ll need some ash. Get it from the grill behind the Full Mast bar.

Go to the backyard Full Mast Bar, and light the grill with a Lighter. +Fly Ash
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Go to the cave and craft Concrete.

Then go to Estero Key, follow Sam, and give him the Concrete.

- Find red ginseng, phillweed, and a maca plant and give it to Emily who is waiting at your house.

You should already have this in your inventory. Go Home and talk to Emily. Alia +1

After leaving the Home, Naomi will call you. +1 Photo

- Eat a maca plant. You’ll like the results.

Eat the plant and go to the Doctor's Office, and pay the receptionist $140 for the appointment.

Go to the Church, to Madalyn's room, and give her a Pirate Diary.

Go to the next room and take the Cursed Shovel.

This is the end of the update.
You can also now craft a Swift Shovel to dig talismans faster. If you haven't done this
before, here's the crafting page
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You can also craft a Pirate Shovel. This shovel will allow you to dig even faster.

That's all for now.
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v34052

- Where did Naomi go? She’s visiting someone.

Go to Janet's Home, and go up to Kaley's room. Click on the window on the left.

After the follow scene, she went to albert at the Lighthouse.

Go to Squallmart. After the scene, take the Small Screwdriver on the left.

Go to Janet's Home, to Kaley's room, use the Screwdriver on her door. Kaley +1

- Diana will want to know about your run in with Clare. 

Go to the Library and talk to Diane.

Go to the Cave, and go to the Northern part of the cave, where the river is. Diana +1

Go back to where the tiger was, turn left, lift the Camera, Philweed Plant and light the bowl.

Go to Squallmart.

Put three plants in a container. If you don't have any, look in the Park. Then talk to Emily.
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Go behind the library on the left side. Break the column and move the stone to this point.
Take the Gothic key. (Next Updates)

Go back to the Northern part of the Park, where the tiger is, go left and you will see a peacock,
treat it to peanuts, and lead him to the library. Pick up the key to the chest. + Kamasutra Page
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Go to the Library. Then follow Diana.

Raise the Broken Key, you will need them to open the chest.

- Use the gothic keg somewhere in the church.

Go to Church, in the room of Madalyn. Go to the right room, and open the door with a Gothic Key.

On the right, there are page of crafting and another Broken Key. There's a trunk in the next room,
                                                                                                       but the keys are still missing.

Here you need to solve a puzzle. You need to make sure that the rat gets into the gap where
the snake is sitting, but it should not meet with it.

If you poke the arrow for a long time, the game will remove the snake.
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Here is the correct solution (The red arrow should be turned to the left when you tap on the rat.)

On the left is a Broken Key, on the right is a rat that you need to click to start the puzzle.

Go to Janet's Home. After the dialogue, you will find yourself in Squallmart,
here lies the last Broken Key, and a safe in which $2,268.

- Janet is out on the town. But where?

Janet at Full Mast Bar, go there. Then go to Janet's Home. You need to go through the back yard
as the front door is locked. Janet +1

Now you need to find the phone password, it's in the third room upstairs on the right.
Password is 123.

Go to the Parlor. Naomi +1           +1 Photo

Go to Squallmart.

This is the end of the update. In order to have 36% buy an outfit for Diana ($400).

Save.
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- I wonder if Tasha has anything she can tell you about Janet’s drinking problem.

Go to the Full Mast Bar and talk to Tasha.

Then go to Sofia's Mansion. Now you need to get through the fence, past the guard
and the camera. Need them both to look away.

Take the Feather, on the right break the vases and move the basket, take the key to the door
in the flowers. Don't forget to break the vase at the top, there is a Golden talisman.

The rest of the vases contain the ingredients that you will need in this update.
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Open the door with the Hidden Key. Then there will be a long scene. Sofia, Tasha +1

Go to Squallmart.

Buy Alumina ($1000). Now you need to craft Ant Killer. To do this, you will need
the following items: Fossilized Algae, Alumina, Quartz, Rusty Key.

Now go deep into the island through the cave, through the tiger, pick up the Scorpion Venom,
it will be needed in the next update. And use Ant Killer on ants.

Now you need to solve the puzzle. If you can't solve it, go out and visit the location a few times,
the puzzle will become easier. After solving the puzzle, take the Chest Key, Bamboo and Philweed.
There will be a teleport, through it you will get to the beginning of the Park.

Now go to Squallmart, in Emily's lab (the room at the end of the store).
Put the Philweed in the container. There should be about two plants in each cell.

Leave the store and go to the Beach. Talk to Emily.

Go to Squallmart and buy Love Potion ($2000). Drink it and then go to the Doctor's Office
and pay for Jessica's appointment ($140).

If you haven't seen the chest yet in this update, it's at the Sofia's Mansion, on the right
side of the building. You can see it in the penultimate screenshot. +1 Kamasutra Page

This is the end of the update.
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v40071
- Is something happening at Squallmart?

Go to Squallmart.

Then to Parlor.

Then to Full Mast Bar.

Then to Doctor's Office.

Then go back to Squallmart and buy a Dart ($100). Then go to the Cave and craft a Blow Dart.

Then go back to Squallmart. Emily +1

- Where did Clare go? Maybe she’s finding her way deeper into the cave.

Go to the Cave, to the Northwest (to the bottom).

After the scene, pick up the Pirate Diary and False Talisman.

Now you need to block the passage from the snake with stones. It should look like this
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Stand on two circles to open a passage to another location. Then go there.
In this location you will find Grand Talisman, Old Wood and a chest.

Go back to Clare and give her Old Wood. Then exit the cave.

Go to Parlor and give Pricia the Grand Talisman.

Go to the Church, to Madalyn's room, and give her the Pirate Diary. But as soon as you go in,
she goes into another room. Take the Chamber Key, and go to the room on the right
(use the Chamber Key). Take the Bathroom Key and go to the room where Madalyn left.
Madalyn +1

As soon as you leave the location, Emily will send you a message. +1 Photo

The key to the chest is in the Cemetery, under a palm tree.

This is the end of the update.
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- Kaley is going to the Squallmart soon.

Go to Squallmart.

Go to the Cave. Kaley +1

Follow Joey to the South side of the Cave.

You will pass by the number, and a key will appear in its place when you light the bowl.
I'll show you where the chest and bowl are later.

Go to Janet's Home, to Janet's room. Phone password is 123, but it should already be entered,
just confirm it.

Go to Estero Key. You will find yourself in Naomi's house, when you find yourself in the attic,
pick up the Gaffer Tape.

Go to Janet's Home.

Now you need to catch a cockroach in this location, in a Cave, but it will escape.
Just tap on the rock.
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Now you need to craft a Rat Trap. But you still need Plastic Wrap, It's in the store ($100).
Basic Container. It is in the Church, you may have already picked it up in the previous update.

Now go to the Cave and craft a Rat Trap.

Go to the Lighthouse.

Now go to the Park, and go to the teleport, then go to the tiger which is on the right side
of the island. To the right of the tiger there is a vase with Basic Container in it.
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Now go to the right side of the location.

In this location there will be a Pirate Medallion, chest, bowl, and Philweed Plant, Tikpak Treasure.

When you take the Pirate Medallion, two stones will appear. Now you need to move two stones
under the palm trees. You will understand where to move if you stand under them.

Light the bowl, and the Chest Key will appear in place of the number in the Cave. 
(Where is the number, I showed in the screenshot above.)

Leave the Park via the teleport, it will be faster. Go to Diana and show her the Tikpak Treasure. 
Diana +1

When you leave the house, Tasha will send a message. +1 Photo 

This is the end of the update. 
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v44081

Go to Squallmart.

- With nitroglycerin pills you can craft more rock bombs. Check the park for a crafting scroll.

Go to the Cave and craft a Rock Bomb. Then go to Full Mast Bar.

Go to the Beach and catch a fish for Jessica. Jessica +1
(If you can't do it, then you don't have the bait. Go to the Bait Shop and buy any).

Go to the next location, at the top you will see a vase, break it,and you will get Basic Container.

Then go back and craft another Rock Bomb.
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Then go to the Church and break down that wall with a Rock Bomb.

Go to this location, break the vase, take the Broken Key, Spike Boots.

Go to the Park through the teleport, there is a hidden vase, in it the Grand Talisman.
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Then go to the Western part of the island, and take the Broken Key.

Now go and craft a Pirate Key

Go and open the chest with this key, in the location where you blew up the stone before.

Then go and show the new treasure to Diana.

Then go to Sofia's Mansion. Sofia +1

Then when you leave the location Alia will send a message. +1 Photo

Kamasutra Page:  If you didn't pick up the key earlier, it's here
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Kamasutra page: If you didn't pick up the key earlier, it's here

Now go to a new location, you need to move this stone

Pay attention to the snakes at the top,they should be in the same position as in the screenshot.

Then go up the stairs, open the chest, and take the Philweed Plant under the palm tree.

This is the end of the update.
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- Someone is at the library that could use your help.

Go to the Library.

- Use your new outfit to explore deeper into the jungle.

Go to the Estero Park through the teleport, and go to this location
Clare +1

After the scene, you will find yourself in the Library, go to the location behind the Library
from the left, there is a Chest Key.
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Go to Janet's Home, go up to her room on the second floor, and take a shower. Janet +1

Go to Estero Key.

To get the Kamasutra page , go to the new location where the Clare event was held.
Take Jasmine, Philweed Plant and open the chest. + 1 Kamasutra Page

Instead of photos, there are now profiles of girls. One of them is located in the Western part
of Estero Park (orange light). +1 Alia's Profile

This is the end of the update. Other orange lights are not available in this update.
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